June 2018 upgrade enhancements
As from June 28, 2018, the following enhancements are deployed on the University of Twente
Research Information Systems.

Personal profile setting enhancements
Pure personal users (researchers) can configure specific sections on their personal profile page.
When editing your personal profile, a new menu item, called “portal profile” can be used to:


Identify more easily your primary organizational affiliation



Highlight specific content (research output, activities, prizes etc.)

Please keep in mind that only content with Visibility = 'Public' or 'Campus (restricted to IP range view
only)' will be available for selection. Content that is marked 'Backend' or 'Confidential' will be marked
as such, and will not be able to be selected for highlighting.



Choose the metrics you want to display on your portal “home‐page” (H‐index, citations)

Plum metrics added
Also Plum metrics are integrated into Pure from now on, they provide an easy way to see the relative
impact of research outputs in each of five categories of metrics: usage, captures, mentions, social
media, and citations.

As a result, research output on your portal page could look like this:

Open Access improvements


Display of Open Access and paperclip icons on the results page
Where a Research Output is Open Access,enabling visitors to easily identify accessible
content. The icon is present in all list views, inc Organizations, Persons, etc.
Where a document is attached and visible in the Pure Portal, a paperclip icon is now
displayed in the Pure Portal. T views, including Search Results, Organizations, Persons, etc.



Filter Research output for Open Access

Additional external link icons are available

In the metadata section of your personal profile you can add extra links to:

Fingerprints enhancement
Content must now have both an Abstract and a Title to get a fingerprint. Previously Research Outputs
with only a Title were fingerprinted, but this could lead to incorrect aggregated fingerprints.

